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Imagination
“The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the eyes of others only a green thing that stands in the
way. Some see nature all ridicule and deformity... and some scarce see nature at all. But to the eyes of
the man of imagination, nature is imagination itself.”

BELLEVUE ARTS MUSEUM

William Blake

So it is with Seth Rolland, a man of imagination.

His philosophy and environmental studies at

Nature has long been the dominant influence

Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts,

on the life and work of this furniture maker and

deepened Seth’s convictions and devotion to

sculptor. Seth’s love and respect for nature’s

the necessity of achieving equilibrium while

secrets—simple and complex—speak to balance,

preserving the beauty of the natural world.

beauty and harmony. Inspired by the geographic
environment of the United States Pacific Northwest,

The rich texture, grain and color of the various

Rolland’s intimate observation of a range of organic

woods invites our touch. In his quest for honesty,

abstract forms… trees, stones, sea and landscapes…

rarely are surface treatments applied, but

all refer to the natural and physical surroundings of

rather are singularly wedded to his objects…

his studio and home in Port Townsend, Washington.

no frills, tricks or embellishments. Hence his

Against the impersonal qualities of manufactured

work documents the perfect unity and subtle

society, Seth Rolland’s practice is one of a handful

interaction and marriage of surface with

of Pacific Northwest one-person studios or

structure… speak to the original form created

independent small shops that have survived

by nature… the tree. Striving to integrate the

great odds and yet remain a potent moral and

physical properties of wood with the visual

artistic force providing new ideas and directions

and functional aspects in his work, Rolland

to the genre of handmade furniture. Balance and

investigates—never imitates. Implied in the works

Tension: The Furniture of Seth Rolland allows for

is a universal harmony that the final form is

an evaluation of his works in this exhibition, the

determined by the physical laws in the process

mid-point of his oeuvre.

of growth. The surface patterns and treatments
on the pieces confirm Seth’s mastery of

Rolland’s art, foremost and primarily, speaks to

the material and his understanding of the

the timeless and universal rhythms which repeat

relationships between idea, technique, material,

in all forms of nature. Born in 1963 and largely

and form. We appreciate the quality and beauty

self-taught as a designer and furniture maker,

of Rolland’s works... the play of light versus

Rolland’s early and formative years were spent in

shadow or symmetry versus asymmetry and

Rye, New York where his mother is an architect and

in doing so we recognize that wood’s appeal

his father, a landscape architect, both of whom in

springs from our universal yearning to connect

the 1950s and ‘60s were enthusiasts for modernist

with an organic material.

furniture designs and home furnishings—whether
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Dreamcatcher Hall Table • 2007
Sustainably harvested ash and mahogany
Courtesy of the artist

by leading international architects or Scandinavian

In conclusion, looking at and interacting with

furniture designers such as Hans Wegner or Alvar

Seth’s works, we’re reminded that his values and

Aalto. As a result, much of Seth’s furniture aesthetic

choices echo Ralph Waldo Emerson’s belief that

has been inspired by Scandinavia’s reverence for

nature is an “omnipotent agent,” representative

the beauty of solid hardwoods, a love of simple,

of “the universal mind.” Art according to

flowing sculptural forms where the balance

Emerson, must complement nature, in which

between art and utility is strictly maintained.

beauty, necessity and usefulness are one.
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Seth Rolland is a craftsman in the purest sense: a maker who thinks
and communicates with his hands. For over 20 years, Rolland has
been making furniture. Born in New York into a family of residential
and landscape architects, Rolland’s upbringing provided a strong
foundation in problem solving and led him to find inspiration in the
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forms of the natural world.
Rolland’s early interest in human interaction with the environment,
both natural and built, was bolstered by his decision to pursue a
bachelor’s degree in Environmental Philosophy, which he earned from
Williams College, Massachusetts in 1986. Rolland then went on to
pursue boatbuilding apprenticeships in Maine and Connecticut. These
experiences provided a formative hands-on education in the pliability
of wood. The launch of his artistic career in New Mexico began in an
unassuming way, fitting to his unpretentious character: invited by
his future wife to show in her booth at a local craft fair, he built two
folding slat chairs. Within a few months Rolland was selling several
dozens of chairs per weekend. During that short season of craft fairs,
Rolland found his vocation. The couple built and lived in a passive
solar car tire and adobe home before relocating to Port Townsend,
Washington, to live in proximity to the water of the Puget Sound and
the majesty of the old growth forests of the Olympic Peninsula.
Rolland has been an assiduous presence at the Bellevue Arts Museum
Arts Fair, which this year celebrates its 70th anniversary. As a
craftsman, Rolland treasures and responds to the fair-goers’ honest
feedback to his designs as much today as at the start of his career.
In 2014 Rolland won the John and Joyce Price Award of Excellence
for his work in BAM Biennial 2014: Knock on Wood. Balance and
Tension: The Furniture of Seth Rolland celebrates his craft.
A perceptive observer of shape and structure, Rolland draws
inspiration for his design from the architecture of the natural world.
The maker distills nature’s complexity into its essential elements:
symmetry and asymmetry, pattern and irregularity, lightness and
mass, balance and tension, conferring an aura of deceptive simplicity
and thoughtful restraint to his furniture. In some pieces, this influence
is overt. In the majority of his work, however, Rolland employs a
language of simplification and abstraction to subtly suggest nature’s
elemental forces. As a result, his furniture evokes such imagery as
the slow erosion of geological formations, the rapturous essence of a
Zen garden, the lacy intricacy of root systems, the stance of animals
at rest, or their tensed muscles flexing to leap.
TOP
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Sustainably harvested cherry
Courtesy of the artist

BOTTOM

radiata floating shelf • 2016

Oxeye Hall Table (detail) • 2009
Sustainably harvested ash
and walnut burl
Courtesy of the artist
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A more or less literal borrowing from nature is evident in the pieces from the Stone | Balance series. As the
title suggests, this range of furniture combines wood with natural stone, letting the color and texture of
one enhance that of the other. Rolland’s design switches the usual qualities of the materials, often making
the wood appear sharp and hard-edged, while the stones, with their weathered roundness, by comparison
appear soft and inviting to the touch.
Heavy stones collected during walks on the beaches of the Puget Sound occupy a focal point in the
structural as well as visual construction of many of the pieces included in this series. In the North Beach Hall
Table, the cantilevered geometry of the top is literally balanced by the weight of a large cobble. In one of the
most essential designs Rolland has ever conceived, the number of legs is reduced to two, while the contact
of the diagonal plank with the floor provides the third necessary support. The table is reduced to three
intersecting planes—horizontal, vertical, and diagonal—and the anchoring mass of the rock. Like a diagram
representing a field of forces, the design of the North Beach Hall Table is dynamic, built with an essential
economy of materials in mind, and with the stone to provide visual gravity by claiming for itself the space
left agape by the diverging wooden elements.

Collection of Lemoine and
Foster Radford

Walnut and slate
Collection of Neil and
Peggy Holman

BOTTOM

European beech and stone

TOP
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Rainforest Buffet • 2012

North Beach Hall Table • 2005

gibraltar bench coffee table
reclaimed douglas fir and stone
Courtesy of the artist
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Three legs also expressively define the design of the Gibraltar Bench, (shown on page 7) in
which a large stone provides support along with two tapered legs of mid-century modern
design inspiration. Bridging in one piece two of his sources of inspiration, Rolland is careful
in visually balancing the curvy and asymmetrical design of the seat, tapering and slimming
the seat on the ‘heavy’ side where the stone is set, as if to alleviate the visual weight of this
end, and compensate for its mass. In an optical illusion, the rock appears to puncture the
wood, emerging from below the flat wooden surface like a distant island floating on a vast
expanse of water.
As with the North Beach Hall Table, the design of Eddy Coffee Table hinges on the carefully
balanced gathering of visual and constructive elements. The heavily cantilevered mahogany
top rests on a T-base, while an untreated granite rock wedged through it visually acts like a
keystone holding the table together. Though the rock does not lock the pieces into position,
it provides an anchoring weight essential to the stability of the table. The piece’s expansive
top, with its solitary peak emerging from the plane, rests on a carefully hand carved
suggestion of ripples and eddies shaped by the wind on a grassy hillside. With its allusions
eddy Coffee Table • 2016
Mahogany and granite

to mountains and water, Eddy Coffee Table is a contemplative haven.

Courtesy of the artist
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Rolland’s
designs are
definitely
indebted to
the modernist
quest for
functionality
in simplicity.
However,
steering away
from a stark
functionalism,
Rolland
balances his
process with
the softness
of nature’s
essence.
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Distilled to its salient features, nature—and that

Table seems to literally be running from under

genuine and child-like sense of wonder that it

our mug as we rest it on top of the table.

often inspires—remains preponderant in the
design of the tables, coffee tables, and chairs of

Rolland’s ability to instill movement through the

the Organic | Designing with Nature and Bamboo

subtle arching and tapering of the legs is evident

series. These furniture pieces are inspired by the

in the Finback Bar Stool (shown on page 12).

beauty and motion of streamlined natural forms.

Designed to cradle a person in a comfortable

Some reflect the balance, stance, and motion

position, the sculpted forms of the wood back

of animals at rest or running, while others are

and seat of the stool integrate gracefully with four

influenced by the structure of plant forms, such

sturdy tapering legs: while the rounded thickness

as the rhizomatic division of root systems, or

of the ‘thigh’ of the leg suggests strength and

the recurring partition in three in the botanic

support, the slender ‘shin’ under the foot rest

and zoological realms. Inspired by the graceful

evokes agility: with its slight tapering, each leg

stance of shore birds, the Ibis Dining Table is

appears flexed and ready to release energy.

an expanding table that changes its look as the
legs move apart to accommodate the extension

Distinctive of Rolland’s work is the singular

leaves. The carved legs, carefully positioned to

mastery of kerfing, as well as the technique

provide stability without being in the way of the

known as steam bending. Used by luthiers

diner’s feet, appear slightly flexed as if ready to

to bend the lining of string instruments, and

dramatically spring into flight. Equally evocative

traditionally employed by the First Nations of

is the furniture inspired by the strong sculptural

the Pacific Northwest to create cedar bentwood

curves of Banyan tree roots. Rolland has created

boxes, kerfing is, in simple terms, the act of

a whole series of tables, buffet, and desks using

making a series of cuts in a piece of wood in close

sustainably harvested bamboo. For each piece

proximity, so that the wood can be curved. A cut

Rolland explores variations in the design of the

too deep results in the wood cracking completely

legs as inspired by the vigorous root system.

through, while a cut not deep enough causes the

Indeed rather than legs, one should speak of

wood to snap instead of bending. Equally critical

base or pedestal as the elements are latticed in

is spacing the cuts uniformly to evenly distribute

one web. The result is as compellingly dynamic

the stress induced by bending.

as the brass dance steps inlaid on the pavement

Courtesy of the artist

BOTTOM

TOP
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drift coffee table
walnut, stainless steel and glass

Octoped Coffee Table • 2014
Walnut

of a sidewalk. Swarming with legs, Drift Coffee

Kerfing has become popular in recent years

Table and Octoped Coffee Table are another

in conjunction with the accessibility to CNC

testimony of Rolland’s ability to draw from

(computer numerical control) milling, which

nature’s suggestive offerings: the Drift Coffee

allows machines to execute complex weaves

Table features 17 solid black walnut legs, loosely

of cuts with exact precision. Because of the

organized in two clusters and bonded with steel

incisions, the material gains textile-like properties

caps to an elliptical glass table top. Animated

and a significantly wider range of applications,

with aquatic references, the table’s design is

such as flexible paneling for architecture and

reduced to its sensually bent legs evocative of

interiors, sound absorbing paneling, or chairs and

either the protruding tentacles of jellyfish and sea

boxes with ‘living hinges.’ In these applications,

anemones or the anchoring of mangroves’ roots

however, the cuts are seldom deeper than three

in a mud bed. On the other hand, Octoped Coffee

quarters of an inch.

Courtesy of the artist
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Early pieces include Ash Explosion Coffee Table, Tanoto Coffee Table, and Ash Explosion Hall Table
in which a single solid piece of wood is longitudinally cut and fanned out into an expanding bundle
of smaller boards as it passes through a vertical support. Such a visual device accounts for both the
aesthetic narrative and the structural make-up of the pieces. Rolland modulates volume by varying
the placement and angle of the round rods which hold each section apart. After the wood is cut, it
becomes pliable through steaming. Rolland then bends all the pieces to the intended curves before
the wood cools. Several months of drying are necessary for it to hold its final shape. Each one of these
pieces is an early functional study on the balance between the full and the void, and an exploration
of the tension between the pliability of the material and the ‘solidity’ of negative space. As Rolland
learned to master the technique, his furniture ultimately expanded in both directions of simplicity
and complexity as respectively exemplified by pieces such as Branch Hall Tree and Torii Hall Table.
Executed from one piece of wood, Branch Hall Tree is a brilliant statement of restraint and minimalism
in design. With its tapered ‘trunk’ offering an elegant visual counterpoint to the expanded ‘canopy’
Branch Hall Tree answers the question “how simple can design get while remaining fully functional?”
The Tree exists as both sculpture and functional object, namely a coat rack.

Inspiration to explore kerfing came to Rolland after he had created the ergonomic Trimerous Chair.
Rolland asked himself what would happen if the armrest was cut from one piece of wood instead of
assembled from three separate elements joined at the foot. Never uncomfortable with experimenting,
Rolland pushes this technique to unequalled levels and into the esthetic realm. Long cuts executed with
a bandsaw with extreme precision on several planes allow for a single block of wood to be expanded—
not unlike an accordion—in several directions at once. The results are mind-bending: the wood board, an
element traditionally known for its qualities of solidity and rigidity, is fanned out taking on complex and
sophisticated geometrical shapes, elegantly reminiscent of the architecture of the steel truss bridges
of the 1800s or of the pointed arches and flying buttresses of medieval Gothic churches. Furthermore,
kerfing allows Rolland to express his environmental sensibilities, by transforming a relatively small,
sustainable amount of wood into expanded, voluminous pieces. In his kerfed furniture, Rolland achieves
the inseparable union of craftsmanship, design, and engineering. The maker’s insistence on forthrightly
revealing how his furniture is built turns structure and the visual clues of the construction process into art.

Trimerous Chair • 2016
Curly maple, walnut,
sapele veneer
FIRST DESIGNED IN 1998
Courtesy of the artist

Ash Explosion Coffee Table • 2016
RIGHT

Courtesy of the artist

ABOVE
RIGHT

ABOVE
LEFT
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Finback Bar Stool • 2004
Walnut

Sustainably harvested ash,
cherry, basswood, sandstone
FIRST DESIGNED IN 2001
Courtesy of the artist
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Torii Hall Table, on the other hand, offers a complex

originates from one single piece of wood, deeply

from a stark functionalism, Rolland balances his

twist to the art of kerfing: the legs of the table are

kerfed. The effect is textural as the slender elements

process with the softness of nature’s essence.

each created from one continuous piece of wood that

weave in space while twisting around a vertical axis.

has been kerfed and expanded not longitudinally but

Rolland finally anchors the extremities of each fan into

In exploring and resolving physical as well as visual

radially, thus sculpturally referencing the bole from

the bowed strips at the base and at the top, ‘pulling’

tensions, Seth Rolland achieves balance between the

which the material was cut. In Balance and Tension,

the two arcs in opposite direction, and capturing the

craftsman’s preoccupation with skill and the designer’s

the artist engages with the ebb and flow between

dramatic tension of a structure bent and about to

pursuit of form and function. Through processes

sculptural and functional, first welcoming, for example,

release. Visually complex, technically challenging, the

of reduction and abstraction his furniture becomes

the public to a copse of tall Ghost Trees among which

Parabola tables embody Rolland’s design philosophy

suggestive of nature’s patterns as shaped by the

the public ‘discovers’ pieces such as the already

of complexity in sparseness, and accumulation of

tension and balance of the forces at work. In this ebb

mentioned Branch Hall Tree (shown on page 10)

visual tension in the balancing act which defines

and flow between inspiration from the organic and the

whose functionality is determined only by its height.

the construction of each piece. Rolland’s designs

architectural, Rolland produces furniture of genuine

are definitely indebted to the modernist quest for

simplicity, contemplative beauty, and honest design.

Rolland’s furniture is informed by principles of

functionality in simplicity. However, steering away

simplicity and truth to materials—harking back to
Shaker and Scandinavian design traditions—as well as
contemporary concerns for environmental sustainability.
Whether inspired by the myriad forms found in
nature or the potential for complex architectures
offered by kerfing, Rolland’s designs demonstrate his
sophisticated process of simplification and abstraction,
which enquires into untested possibilities of wood as
a material for making furniture. Through the process

of ‘less is more.” These pieces are Rolland’s most ambitious

of kerfing, Rolland expresses wood’s seemingly

effort towards a furniture of simplicity (of means, of

incongruent properties of rigidity and pliability, using

process) and of visual balancing of tensions.

them to determine the structural and aesthetic qualities
of his pieces. Unconventional in his approach to design,

In Dreamcatcher Hall Table the light-colored ash structure

Rolland focuses his attention on the base or legs of

started as one small board. Like an accordion it has been

a furniture piece. The top of the work—its function

unfolded and expanded in length and in depth at once,

consigned to accommodating plates, vases, and other

into an architecture spatially over 6 times the original size.

domestic objects—is rendered invisible by the use of

This wood origami was then framed by the Mahogany

transparent glass or minimal simplicity of its surface.

top and stretchers, creating an extremely strong and

Driven by a quest for utility and essential forms,

light-weight console. Rolland enhances the impression

Rolland employs his mastery to create surprising

of weightlessness by gently arching the stretchers, thus

design solutions in which engineering and aesthetics

trusting upward the Moorish-inspired latticework.

are intertwined.
With the Parabola tables the mind goes to the tensile
A close analysis of the design of Dreamcatcher Hall

architecture of man-made landmarks such as the Eiffel

Table (shown on page 2) or any of the tables from the

Tower in Paris, the cantilever Forth Bridge, over the Firth

Parabola group reveal how, though intricate at first

of Forth in the east of Scotland, or the organic ‘impossible’

glance, this furniture is in fact ingenuously simple and

structures by contemporary Spanish architect Santiago

sparingly ornamental, riffing on the modernist creed

Calatrava. In the Parabola tables each of the two legs

cherry and ash
Collection of Joan and
Irwin Goverman

RIGHT/INSET

ABOVE
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Torii Hall Table • 2008
Sustainably harvested

Parabola console • 2011
Claro walnut and cherry
FIRST DESIGNED IN 2006
Collection of alisa and
masatoshi inouye
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